WELL-BEING GUIDE

WELL BEING INTRO LETTER
Times of crisis can bring about positive changes, such as how we are all using technology to stay connected and
collaborate with one another. People rising to the occasion and becoming creative, innovative, and inspiring.
Changes viewed as opportunities…
We are all navigating through our new sense of normal and for some, these additional responsibilities that were
not part of everyday life prior to this difficult period, some may be feeling particularly isolated, anxious or
overwhelmed. We need to make sure that we are cognizant of the additional stresses we, our teams, and our
clients, may be under and identify what we can do to support and make things just a little bit better.
We want you to know, we are all in this together, and there is no right or wrong with how each individual needs to
deal with our current times. Take time out of your day to pause, whether you use this time to take mental health
breaks, talk to a friend or colleague, exercise, get some air, or grab a quick bite to eat, it is important to take that
time for yourself. We cannot forget that we, as humans, need to take care of ourselves first so that we are able to
take care of others.
The additional stresses on Salon Professionals of having to pay greater attention to sanitization, hygiene and
safety. The increased focus on safety measures to minimize contact between people. The required wearing of
personal protection equipment such as goggles, gloves and most importantly masks in order to safely provide
services. All these things have a profound impact on the Salon Professionals both physically and emotionally.
We wanted to share some tips on well-being to help all of us cope during a very difficult time. In the midst of so
much confusion and change, at a time when so many of our colleagues, staff, and clients are feeling as though
they are not safe or overwhelmed, we want you to know: At L’Oréal, we hear you, you are safe here, you matter
to us, and we all care.
*The recommendations in this document are based mainly on feedback from beauty salon professionals—service providers, support
staff, managers, and owners. This is a guide, so never forget to seek and follow recommendations from your health professional
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WHAT IS
WELL BEING?

WHAT IS WELL BEING?
The definition of well-being is having good mental and physical health, high life satisfaction, a sense
of meaning or purpose, and ability to manage stress.
Mental Well-Being is the presence of
positive emotions and moods, the absence of
negative emotions, satisfaction with life,
fulfillment and positive functioning.

Physical Well-Being is the feeling healthy
and full of energy. Positive behavior choices
to promote a balanced state of body, mind
and overall health.

Emotional Well-Being describes how we think, feel
and relate to ourselves and others and how we
interpret the world around us
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THE PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT IS TO GIVE THE PROFESSIONAL BEAUTY INDUSTRY GUIDANCE AND INFORMATION ON HOW TO DEAL WITH
PHYSICAL AND MENTAL STRESSORS IN A COVID ENVIRONMENT. REMEMBER, ONE PERSON’S EXPERIENCE IS DIFFERENT FROM ANOTHER’S.
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WHAT IS WELL BEING?
In a COVID salon work environment, mental and physical stressors may put overall well-being at risk
of decline.
These new working guidelines with social distancing are making us work in completely different ways. Here are just a few of the
ways our salon professionals have been impacted:
Working longer hours since we can no longer double book
• Less income unless we raise our prices or add on services
• No ability to take care of children that are also home due to school/camp closures
• Longer time standing or walking leading to foot/leg pain
Taking on the emotional stress of our clients
Wearing a mask all day—leading to physical stress
• May cause itchiness, fatigue and overall discomfort
• Mask acne—skin breakouts from wearing a mask too long
A feeling of less connection with clients—since they are wearing masks, we lack in social cues
such as smiling and facial expressions that, in the past, have been rewarding
• Inability to greet physically through handshake or embrace
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HOW DO WE
ENSURE WELL BEING?
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HOW DO WE ENSURE WELL BEING?
There are several components to well-being. Not only are we looking at the different states of being,
how are each of those states impacted during our day? What do we need to do to ensure that we
are taking care of ourselves so that we can take care of others throughout the day?
In the following guide, we will share with you tips and tricks for taking care of yourself, taking care of
others and staying connected to others in our new environment; mentally, physically & emotionally.

TAKING CARE OF ME:

TAKING CARE OF YOU:

CONNECTING US:

Mentally—ability to cope
and work productively

Mentally—purpose to your life,
make others feel beautiful

Mentally—ability to positively judge
life and influence others

Physically—strong
functioning of your body

Physically—stamina for best
work possible

Physically—good balance between
work, activity and leisure time

Emotionally—strong sense
of self esteem

Emotionally—engaging
activity, enjoy living, and know
value of fun & laughter

Emotionally—social connectedness,
stronger relationships
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TAKING CARE OF ME
MENTAL:

PHYSICAL:

EMOTIONAL:

Plan intentionally: Schedule
in breaks

Go through sanitation check list

Practice short breathing exercises
and/or meditation

Establish your start and end
times and work within that limit
Host a virtual consultation to
maximize your time
Take the time you need to feel
prepared and safe
Read a positive quote, listen to
music, etc. to put your mind at
ease
After the client leaves take
a mental break outdoors if
possible

Make sure you are rested
Have water and healthy snacks
ready
Wash your hands thoroughly
Set up station for your comfort
Stretch and take a deep breath to
clear your mind
Call your client to confirm their
appointment and express your
excitement to see them

Journal about your emotions and
things you are grateful for
Check and acknowledge your
emotions and release any tension
Write down your positive intentions
for exceeding your client needs
Recognize any negative thoughts
or feelings and release them with a
deep breath
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TAKING CARE OF YOU
MENTAL:

PHYSICAL:

Make eye contact often

Maintain good posture

Smile!

Choose to wear good shoes that
support your feet and back

Focus on how you will maintain
positive conversation
Be mindfully curious with
customized questions for your
client
Celebrate small wins to
maintain a positive atmosphere
Be mindful of ways to meet
your clients’ needs based on
the words that they are using to
communicate with you
Explain health and safety
protocol

Keep your mask on and wear
gloves
Make sure your client is
comfortable—do they need a
break from a long service?
Listen to them generously
Maintain open and positive body
language that increases energy
and encourages connection
Smile with your eyes

EMOTIONAL:
Practice active listening with
your clients
Remove any judgement, ask
follow-up questions to gain
understanding
Recap important messages from
your client so they feel valued
Focus on their chosen look and
how they will maintain daily
Connect personally and make
them laugh or smile
Ask them how they feel when
you’ve completed the service
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CONNECTING US
MENTAL:
Reflect about one thing you
enjoyed with your client
Make note of what you would
do differently next time
Take note of meaningful
moments during your clients
visit
Reflect on ways to make the
client feel valued and safe

PHYSICAL:
Do simple stretches to work out the
kinks in your neck, back and
shoulders
Walk away from the salon, breathe
and clear your thoughts
Confirm their next appointment
Clean your area to maintain a safe
space for you and your next client

EMOTIONAL:
Practice short breathing exercises
and/or meditation
Express gratitude for the client’s
trust in your expertise
Celebrate your client’s choices and
highlight any special moments you
experienced together
Offer yourself a moment of positive
affirmation

FINANCIAL
WELL-BEING
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FINANCIAL WELL-BEING
Well-being is tied to financial health. Loss of productivity and the inability to produce at max capacity
has our customers stressed—temporary outcomes may be loss of income, de-motivation, salon
stability, etc. L’Oréal has partnered with the Summit Salon Business Center to provide business and
financial resources for you during this time.

FOR SALON
OWNERS:
SUMMIT SALON FINANCIAL
SERVICES: Custom-tailored
to your business needs, this
financial service will help you
clarify your cash flow, avoid
costly financial mistakes, and
save time.
ONE-HOUR
COMPLIMENTARY
COACHING SESSION:
Complimentary 1-hour phone
call to discuss your current
business situation and needs.

FOR SERVICE
PROVIDERS:
MAGIC DAY CALCULATORS: Calculate what
you need to make per day in service and retail
dollars to pay your bills and more.
SOCIAL DIGITAL PLANNER: Find the most out
of each day, week and month. This planner
includes a section about finding money,
budgeting, and attacking debt.
SELF-EMPLOYED STYLISTS VIRTUAL
COACHING: One-on-one virtual sessions with a
top Summit Consultant that can help you with
service pricing, future raises, spending and
finances, building clientele, and mastering your
online presence.

OTHER SUMMIT
RESOURCES:
SUMMIT SALON GET PREPARED: In
light of COVID-19, Summit has
prepared several resources that can
help you right now. Categorized into
three sections: Re-Opening, Financial,
and Temporary Closing.
SUMMIT SALON 365: Online courses
for topic-focused learning. Includes
courses on retail success, gift card
strategies, the social digital guest
experience, intelligent verbiage, suite
success, and more.

AVAILABLE
SOCIAL TOOLS

TOP 5 TIPS FOR WELL BEING
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“If you do not make time for your wellness, you will be forced to
make time for your illness.” —DR. MARGARET RUTHERFORD

5 TIPS FOR BUSINESS SUCCESS

AVAILABLE SOCIAL TOOLS
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“If your compassion does not
include yourself, it is incomplete.”
—JACK KORNFIELD
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“Don’t sacrifice yourself too much, because
if you sacrifice too much, there is nothing
left to give.”—KARL LAGERFELD
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“If you feel burnout setting in, if you feel
demoralized and exhausted, it is best to
withdraw and restore yourself.”—DALAI LAMA

